
BeyondInsight and Password Safe 22.2.3 Release Notes

November 22, 2022

Issues Resolved:

l Updated the version of OpenSSL used in Password Safe to version 3.0.7 to include mitigations for CVE-2022-3602 and CVE-
2022-3786.

l Updated the version of OpenSSL used in Password Safe password cache to version 3.0.7 to include mitigations for CVE-2022-
3602 and CVE-2022-3786.

l Resolved issue in which, in some circumstances, on networks that were not configured to use encrypted SMB 3, sensitive
information could transit the network unencrypted.

l Resolved issue that caused the metadata purge to load invalid settings when attribute purging was disabled.
l Resolved issue that prevented CA Service Desk ticketing from falling back to use HTTP when HTTPS failed.
l Resolved issue with SAML configuration URL validation not allowing a query string.
l Resolved capability issue in which LDAP integration not using a base DN of dc= failed to function properly.
l Resolved issue that allowed MFA login after a RADIUS timeout in some cases.
l Resolved issue in which the Activity Report subscription broke when data did not exist for specified operation parameter.
l Resolved issue in whichGET ManagedAccounts API failed if managed account had@ symbol.
l Resolved issue in which Active Directory functional accounts with a AccountName over 20 characters did not function as

intended.
l Resolved issue in which Oracle user names containing a dash (-) needed to be encapsulated with double quotes.
l Resolved issue in which Active Directory users were missing external attributes when in a nested Active Directory group.
l Resolved issue in which events being forwarded to Splunk did not get forwarded when they contained special characters.
l Resolved issue with missing audits when calling PAPI to POST/DELETE a user to a user group.
l Resolved issue in which the group parameter character limit was too restrictive in the Password and Session Activity Report
l Resolved issue in which propagation jobs where not honoring Workgroup assignment.
l Resolved issue in which SAML login for a local user failed when DomainName for the user was empty.
l Resolved issue in which duplicate scans appeared stuck running in the Jobs grid in some cases.
l Resolved issue in which PAPI login with just a username could lead to unexpected behavior.
l Resolved issue in which connection profile alerts failed to work if there were multiple email addresses.
l Resolved issue in which asset Smart Rules performed poorly in some situations.
l Resolved issue in which the Configuration > Functional Accounts > Associated Managed Systems indicator was missing a

scrollbar.
l Resolved issue in which the Activity report was including records for items with no changes.

Known Issues:

l When using the ps_automate session utility and configured to use the Firefox browser to a website using a self-signed certificate
and the IgnoreCerts flag, the login is successful but the webpage does not respond. Workarounds: use a different browser, use a
valid (not self-signed) certificate, after login click shift-refresh and manually accept the browser security warning for the session, or
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add the necessary steps to the automate configuration file to accept the warning prompt.
l When creating a new password policy or DSS key policy, an unnecessary success toast message displays: Changes have been

discarded. This notification can be ignored.
l When modifying a Set attributes on account Smart Rule action, if you change the attribute type from one, which is a numeric

name (i.e. 1) to a different attribute type, an error will occur: Key type must be int for this method of adding items. Workaround:
delete the Set Attributes action and recreate.

l In a FIPS-enabled environment, attempting an RDP Admin Session will be unsuccessful and an error message shown.
Workaround: use a standard managed RDP session if possible.

l In rare cases, if the time zone of the scanner has changed, a scheduled scan may not start at the scheduled time. Workaround:
The scan will run at the next scheduled time.

l If forms login is disabled for a user when another login method is not setup, that user cannot login. Workaround: ensure that
another login method is setup before setting Disable Forms Login to yes globally or for any user.

l Upgrading after installing BeyondInsight to a location other than the default displays an error message. Workaround: if you
manually upgrade, select the alternate install folder during the upgrade.

l Scan Data Users grid may incorrectly display Password Expired for some accounts. Workaround: log in with the affected user, or
force them to change/set the password.

l Analytics and Reporting: The Retina Product Usage Details by Organization report may not show any results in environments
that do not have Retina scanners. Workaround: none, this report is no longer valid and will be removed in an upcoming release.

l Scan Data User Details shows the user Description in the Full Name field, and may show a blank description. Workaround:
none, this is informational and does not have any impact on the onboarding of the user.

l In rare cases, installing BeyondInsight 22.2 on a U-Series Appliance may crash due to BIAdmin service not starting. Workaround:
delete all JSON  files from the BIAdmin directory, then repair the BeyondInsight installation from Programs and Features.

l Configure HSM Credentials utility may crash when testing a new HSM Credential if you don't fill in the Key Name field.
Workaround: be sure to fill in all the fields before testing the credential.

l Deleting a user that has an active Password Safe Request or related SSH Session will not succeed, and the error message is
vague. Workaround: none, this is expected behavior. The error message may be improved in an upcoming release.

l The first attempt to edit a BeyondInsight user from the User Details Edit form results in a form validation error on fields that were
not changed. Workaround: discard the changes and try again, or edit the user from the grid row action.

l Analytics and Reporting: changes to saved views or snapshots do not reflect right away in the list. Workaround: refresh the page to
see the changes.

l In the Configure HSM Credentials utility, selecting the Hardware Security Module User Guide from the Helpmenu displays an
error. Workaround: this documentation is now avaiable online on the BeyondTrust documentation site.

l The No Enumerations Selected banner may not display in the ScanWizard if the Unlimited Users box is unchecked.
Workaround: ensure you select the enumeration options needed for the scan.

l The Scan Data Ports grid shows a limited number of ports, with fewer details. Workaround: none; this is informational. The new
BeyondTrust Discovery Agent does not perform protocol detection and returns only the standard database and remote access
ports here.

l Naming a scan with a name belonging to a previously deleted scan appends a counter to the end of the scan name. Workaround:
the deleted scan still exists behind the scenes and the name cannot be reused. Give your scan a new name.

l Using a low/least privilege user as proxy during Analytics and Reporting configuration may lead to this user not being able to
download the Analytics and Reporting log files. Workaround: add this user to themsdb.dbo table so they can download the logs.

l It is possible to create multiple SAML providers with the same name. Workaround: none; this is not an issue because name is not
the unique identifier. If the user finds it confusing, they can edit the names to be unique.

l If a credential description begins with text matching the name of the scan it is used in, the scan is displayed as though an ad-hoc
credential was used. Workaround: edit the credential description to be something other than the scan name.
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l Analytics and Reporting: pivot grid chart may display blank if the data was recently pivoted. Workaround: expand the data after
pivoting, or remove/re-add the chart.

l System Event Viewer may display errors with sources of SideBySide or AppBus. Workaround: none; this is informational. The
errors do not cause any system issues and will be cleaned up in a future release.

l If the Endpoint Privilege Management plugin is configured but the corresponding MSI is not installed, the Event Service log may
contain error messages such as System.Net.Http.HttpRequestException. Workaround: be sure that the MSI is installed and
complete the plugin configuration to use this feature.

l IIS App Pool users may be displayed in the Scan Data Users grid if those accounts have logged into the scanned asset.
Workaround: none; this is expected behavior.

l Some long field names from BeyondInsight password policy changes or directory credential changes might be truncated in the
User Audit Details view. Workaround: none; this is informational. Some field names can be inferred from the parts that are visible
before they are truncated.

Notes:

l Direct upgrades to 22.2.3 are supported from BeyondInsight versions 7.2 or later.
l This release is available by download for BeyondTrust customers (https://beyondtrustcorp.service-now.com/csm).
l The MD5 signature is: 890a4541a1e7a5c71ccc2e1f8fc4180f
l The SHA-1 signature is: 169746cc55ca16e5a6493281611491e8655f0a50
l The SHA-256 signature is: e69cfe6148e927e86831c0073ad079fa8cfdbdd6f2d9e34a1cee1a46b973d99d
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